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How we’re going to do itThree core principles of delivering the programme effectively are:Partnership with councils - this programme will only be successful if we work in partnership with local councils to implement plans we co-develop. We are currently working with councils and other partners in the three priority regions to develop regional Safe Network Plans.Risk-based approach – using Mega Maps and KiwiRap to identify the highest risk areas and roads.Fast-tracked delivery – using a Standard Safety Intervention Toolkit we’ve developed and business cases only being needed for complex cases. 



Standard Safety Intervention Toolkit

› For both state highways and local roads

› A ‘living’ document that will be updated regularly 

› Provides guidance for road practitioners, 
including road safety and transport engineers, 
asset managers, town planners, civil designers 
and community road safety officers

› Find it here: www.nzta.govt.nz/safe-network-
programme
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Standard Safety Intervention ToolkitReleased the Standard Safety Intervention Toolkit – available on our websiteWe are working with all regions to identify opportunities to use the Toolkit,  TEFAR and streamlined investment pathway to speed up delivery of safety interventions



What is it and what it’s not?

› Proven road safety countermeasures that deliver beneficial 
safety outcomes by improving the existing road infrasturue 

› Not intended for offline or new road corridors

› Each standard safety intervention has a photographic example, 
supporting technical information, and web links to relevant technical 
guidance documents

› Breaks down assessed economics of interventions –
cost range, assumed DSI savings, BCRs 
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What it is and what it’s not?The toolkit has proven road safety countermeasures that deliver beneficial safety outcomes by improving the existing road network It is not intended for offline or new road corridorsIt includes photographic examples of individual standard safety interventions, technical references, and web links to relevant documentsIt breaks down assessed economics of intervention – the cost range, assumed DSI savings and BCRs 



Managing speed
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Managing speedLet’s look more closely at how the Transport Agency is looking to use speed management as a key way of reducing deaths and serious injuries



Why managing speed is important

Speed is at the heart of a forgiving road transport system. 
It transcends all aspects of safety: without speed there can 

be no movement, but with speed comes kinetic energy 
and with kinetic energy and human error comes crashes, 

injury and even death.

ITF/OECD 2016
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Why managing speed is importantManaging travel speeds is an essential component of a safe road transport systemSpeed is critical because higher speed increases both the likelihood of crashes and the severity of crash outcomes.  A 5% reduction in mean speed typically results in a 20% reduction in fatal crashesSpeed management is an important part of the Safe Network ProgrammeThe programme is based on delivering speed management on an integrated, regional basis (rather than on piecemeal network sections) focusing on the priority regions first.  The programme will identify and consider infrastructure improvement opportunities and how speed management will compliment these investments.  The rate of implementation will depend on ongoing engagement with stakeholders and the publicAs the programme will be staged and the implementation will be dependent upon working with multiple partners, each of the regions will require multiple years to gain alignment and implement the changesTo get a complete picture of regional requirements a long term Speed Plan will be co-developed with communities, stakeholders and council partners in each region. In regions where there are multiple councils, alignment conversations can be time consuming.  This may result in implementation delays or less than complete regional speed limit implementation



Improve infrastructure or reduce speed limits?

Engineer 
up

Reduce 
speeds

Do both
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Improve infrastructure or reduce speed limits?The greatest harm reduction benefits are achieved by addressing those parts of the network where there is the greatest gap between existing travel speeds and the safe and appropriate speed, taking into account the collective crash risk (crash density).  The largest gaps tend to be on busier parts of the networkOptions for addressing this risk include improving the road standard with engineering, changing the speed limit, or a combination of bothWhere engineering is not affordable, economically justifiable or achievable in a reasonable time period, speed limit reductions are more cost effective and appropriate responseHigh benefit intervention have also identified three categories for responses:Engineer up – High risk – Justify investment at current or higher speedChallenging conversations – high risk but doesn’t meet current investment criteria – interim lowering of speed limitSelf explaining – travel speeds are already safe and appropriate but below current speed limit – reduce speed limit



Safe and appropriate speeds
› Map-based programme development 
› 9,750km of road network classified as top 10% highest benefit for reducing risk:

• 6,360km (65%) is state highways
• 3,400km (35%) is local roads

› High benefit intervention have identified three categories for responses:
1. Engineer up – reflect function and make safe at current speed or higher
2. Challenging conversations – engineer up or set safe and appropriate speeds
3. Self explaining – setting speed limits to current journey speeds
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Safe and appropriate speedsWe are using map tools to give us a picture of what our programme will look likeThe Safe Network Programme includes a very small proportion of the top 10% of the network where the most deaths and serious injuries can be prevented;approximately 150km of the 870km speed management opportunities that Road Controlling Authorities could ‘engineer up’.This leaves 9,550km that will need to be addressed by speed limit reduction at an approximate cost of $200 million (estimated at $20,000 per kilometre for signage, lane markings and traffic calming)



Regional approach
Financial year Priority regions Progress expected by the end of 2021

2018/19 Auckland
Waikato
Canterbury

95% of speed management changes implemented

2019/20 Northland
Manawatu-Wanganui
Bay of Plenty
Otago

50% of speed management changes implemented

2020/21 Wellington
Taranaki
Southland
Hawke’s Bay
Top of the South
West Coast
Gisborne

25% of speed management changes implemented
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Regional approachBy the end of 2021, the Safe Network Programme will treat 63% of the top 10% of the network where the most deaths and serious injuries can be savedIn conjunction with this regionally based programme, a special programme of urgent speed management reviews is being developed to allow those regions outside the current focus areas to address key local concernsCommunity engagement is a strong focus of the Speed Management Guide and is essential to bring communities along on the safe system journey.  Engagement and associated awareness campaigns help the public learn that speed limits need to be appropriate for the function of the road and should match risk, to ensure mistakes don’t cost livesWe have developed and soon will be launching an advertising campaign to raise awareness about why our roads (including some speed limits) need to change to prevent more deaths and serious injuries



Christchurch City - example of regional map for speed 
management

State highways 
and local roads

State highways 
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Christchurch CityMaps show the top 10% in Christchurch City – the first map is state highways only; and the second is state highways plus local roadsThe red lines are roads where a speed reduction is recommended to make it the safe and appropriate speed



Is this the 
future of 

our roads?
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Is this the future of NZ roads?This photo shows the Brynderwyn Hills (North) projectIt is a great example of the Safe System approach, and includes a number of safety improvements, including: Road widening Removing tight corners Installing flexible road safety barriers (which have been hit dozens of times since they have been installed – so likely avoiding a number of serious crashes)Providing a new lookout pointSpeed reduction (from 100 to 80km/h previous to main project)These roads and roadside safety treatments are a great example of what road users will see more across the country as the Safe Network Programme is rolled out
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What next? What this all means is that we need to think about how, as an industry, we can approach all of this?We need to be designing with people and communities in mindI encourage you all to have a think about the role you have in making our roads safer As engineers we tend to be technically minded, and black and white in our approach, but we need to think about how we can do things a bit differently and I encourage you to be innovative and creative in your solutions The success of these programmes, delivering on the GPS, and our ultimate goal of reducing deaths and serious injuries on our roads, will only be achieved if we work together with our partners and our communitiesWe will likely have some tough conversations, particularly around speed, but we’re up to the challenge
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